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CGTech to Demonstrate VERICUT 9.0 at SHOT Show 2020 
 
Irvine, CA, – CGTech will demonstrate version 9.0 of VERICUT CNC machine simulation and 
optimization software in booth 2327 at SHOT Show on January 21-24, 2020.  
 
SHOT Show is the ideal place to discover vital tools like VERICUT simulation software, which 
increases speed and quality when machining any type of part; uppers, receivers, scopes, 
mounts, etc. VERICUT simulates real NC data on digital twin machines to prevent crashes, 
identify conflicts between setups and tooling, and ensure machined parts match engineering 
designs.  
 
VERICUT 9.0 features several enhancements designed to increase power and improve efficiency:  

• Save time with instant access to viewing the workpiece, CNC machine, or both 
• Auto-configure VERICUT for optimization with improved connectivity to tooling websites 

and cloud repositories  
• Use major functions (like Section, X-Caliper and AUTO-DIFF) in any view  
• Easily switch between workpiece and machine views, layouts and docking arrangements 

 
 “VERICUT 9.0’s all new graphics display sets the bar for realism and streamlines user actions in 
all views,” says VERICUT Product Manager, Gene Granata. “In version 9.0, there’s more flexibility 
to display/hide machine and other components, enhanced Section and better translucency. 
Most users will experience gains in performance - especially in VERICUT’s free Reviewer app.” 
 
CGTech will also demonstrate VERICUT’s Force optimization module at SHOT Show. VERICUT + 
Force provides an integrated simulation-optimization solution that can significantly reduce 
machining times, and improve cutting tool and machine life. All NC programs, new or old, can be 
optimized with Force to run as efficiently and safely as possible. Force is available for milling, 
turning, and mill-turn machines. 
 
 
About CGTech 
CGTech’s VERICUT® software is the standard for CNC simulation, verification, optimization, 
analysis, and additive manufacturing. CGTech also offers programming and simulation software 
for composites automated fiber-placement, tape-laying, and drilling/fastening CNC machines. 
VERICUT software is used by companies of different sizes in all industries. Established in 1988, 
and headquartered in Irvine, California; CGTech has offices worldwide. For more information: 
visit the CGTech website at cgtech.com, call (949) 753-1050, or email info@cgtech.com. 
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